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\textbf{Abstract.} English writing ability is one of the important performances of English comprehensive abilities. To find out whether Pigaiwang can help to promote students’ self-learning through writing, this study will analyze the datum on this website and make some student interviews. The results show that Pigaiwang can effectively promote the process of writing, enhance the self-learning abilities, and improve writers’ interest and sense of accomplishment. The conclusion is that students’ autonomous writing ability could be generally promoted through Pigaiwang.

\textbf{Introduction}

English writing ability is not only one of the important performances of English comprehensive abilities, but also a reflection of critical thinking abilities. Writing is a useful tool for assessing the outcomes of study.\cite{1} However, teaching writing is not an easy task, for essay marking usually takes a lot of time and energy, and what’s more, it’s reliability and validity is also not good.\cite{2} Researchers designed and developed a series of automated essay scoring systems, such as PEG (Project Essay Grade), IEA (Intelligent Essay Assessor), E-rate, etc.\cite{3} One of the most famous automated essay scoring system in China, Pigaiwang, is being adopted by more and more schools and universities. Pigaiwang is an automated essay scoring system based on language database and cloud computing. It can produce scores, comments, suggestions and analysis immediately, which aims to help students enhance their writing abilities through autonomous writing.\cite{4} Base on empirical research this paper aims to prove whether this mode of web learning – “self-study, self-improvement”\cite{5} – can promote the abilities of autonomous writing.

\textbf{Literature Review}

\textbf{Process Approach.} Rather than only to provide a final score, the aim of writing is to extract themes from writer’s sub-consciousness and let clear minds process them.\cite{6} That is to say marking an essay is not only to provide a score but also to frequently make suggestions for revision, and in turn writers should repeatedly improve their essays. Furthermore, one basic principle of writing is that it should include pre-writing stage, writing stage, peer and teachers’ assessment and revision.\cite{7}

\textbf{Discovery Teaching Method.} American educator Bruner raised the theory that discovering the law of unknown relations and similarities of different opinions helps to promote self-confidence.\cite{8} Only by memorizing some abstract theories, students cannot really improve their study. Instead, they usually learn better when they do some practical operations.

\textbf{Role Identity.} Since 1963 when Erikson introduced the concept of “Ego Identity”\cite{9}, this theory is widely used in every field. Misidentification is a big barrier to teaching English writing. Unconscious of their identity – “writers”, students cannot identify their roles, and write only for finishing a writing assignment. Thus role identity is a precondition for successful writing.
Study Design

**Aims.** This study aims to find out whether Pigaiwang helps to promote automated writing abilities of college students based on the analysis of functions of Pigaiwang and students’ writing datum.

**Objects of Study.** The objects of this study are two groups of college students: Group A and B. Group A are 30 students who did not use Pigaiwang, while Group B are 30 students who used Pigaiwang. Both Group A and B are sophomores of the year 2017 in Chengdu Neusoft University, and both are not informed of this teaching experiment.

**Study Methods.** This study mainly adopts investigation method. Both two groups were required to submit their writings for 3 times and the writing requirements for the two groups are the same. Group A was required to submit directly to the author of this paper, while Group B submitted directly to Pigaiwang. Then the author provided comments and suggestions to Group A, while Pigaiwang provided to Group B. Next the author recorded the times of revision for both groups. Besides, the author of this paper conducted a questionnaire survey for Group B, whose main contents include: whether the feedback of Pigaiwang is accurate; whether Pigaiwang helps to repeated writing; whether Pigaiwang promotes the learning of vocabulary and sentences; whether Pigaiwang lowers writing anxiety; whether Pigaiwang increases writing interest; whether Pigaiwang heightens the sense of achievement. Group B was also required to quantify the above six evaluation indicators by marks with “very satisfactory” “satisfactory” “average” “unsatisfactory” “very unsatisfactory”. In addition, the author interviewed three students from Group B: one revised writing for 3 times, another for 8 times and the last one for 16 times.

**Assessment Dimensions.** This study assesses Group A and B from the following six aspects: “average times of revision”, “type-token ratio”[10], “spelling correctness”, “average word length”, “average sentence length” and “numbers of clauses”. “Type-token ratio”, the relationship between the number of types and the number of tokens, is an important indicator to test lexical diversity.[11]

Results and Analysis

**Data Comparison.** Table 1 shows the data comparison between Group A and B, both of whom finished three writings respectively. One writing assignment was finished in the third week of an academic year, another was in the eighth week, and the other was in the twelfth week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average Times of Revision</th>
<th>Type-Token Ratio</th>
<th>Spelling Correctness</th>
<th>Average Word Length</th>
<th>Average Sentence Length</th>
<th>Numbers ofClauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Data comparison of second writing assignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average Times of Revision</th>
<th>Type-Token Ratio</th>
<th>Spelling Correctness</th>
<th>Average Word Length</th>
<th>Average Sentence Length</th>
<th>Numbers ofClauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Data comparison of third writing assignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average Times of Revision</th>
<th>Type-Token Ratio</th>
<th>Spelling Correctness</th>
<th>Average Word Length</th>
<th>Average Sentence Length</th>
<th>Numbers ofClauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Table 1, 2 and 3, the average times of revision of Group B is more than 10 times of that of Group A, and furthermore, the highest times of revision of Group A is three while the highest of Group B is 114. In addition, other indicators of Group B are obviously higher than that of Group A. Both Groups had the same writing requirements and writing conditions, and the only difference is that Group A got all feedbacks from their teacher – the author of this paper while Group B got all feedbacks from Pigaiwang. Therefore, it can be concluded that the differences in their data mainly come from the different feedbacks.

**Analysis of Questionnaire.** Table 4 is the data compilation of the questionnaire survey conducted in Group B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>very satisfactory</th>
<th>satisfactory</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>unsatisfactory</th>
<th>very unsatisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether the feedback of Pigaiwang is accurate?</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Pigaiwang helps to repeated writing?</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Pigaiwang promotes the learning of vocabulary and sentences?</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Pigaiwang lowers writing anxiety?</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Pigaiwang increases writing interest?</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Pigaiwang heightens the sense of achievement?</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above feedbacks show that students in Group B are generally satisfied with Pigaiwang. To further find out their comments on Pigaiwang, the author of this paper interviewed three students from Group B. Their comments are: Student Jiang thought Pigaiwang had good performance in the above six aspects but due to his own laziness he only revised for 2 times; Student Lee thought she had learnt and acquired a lot from Pigaiwang and suggestion given by it was more specific and accurate than traditional scoring; Student Chen said that the feedbacks given by Pigaiwang was timely and helped to promote continuous revision and what’s more without the comments from teachers writing became easier and more relaxed.

**Analysis of Functions of Pigaiwang.** The main functions which help students’ self-learning include: vocabulary learning such as “Study Notes”, “Synonym” and “Recommended Expressions” (as Fig. 1 shows); “Ranking” which promotes students’ times of revision in order to get a better ranking; sentences learning such as “Shining Phrases” and “Splendid Sentences” (as Fig. 2 shows); sample reading such as “Recommended Writing” and “Model Essay”.
Conclusions

This study shows that Pigaiwang effectively promotes students’ self-learning through writing, which can be seen from the following aspects: first, timeliness helps students to repeatedly revise their writings and also promotes their continuous writing. In the writing process, effective feedback is such an important and necessary factor that we cannot ignore it in writing.[12] The three ways of feedbacks provided by Pigaiwang: system feedback, peer feedback and teacher feedback, is a reflection of process writing. Through continuous, multi-way of and multi-dimensional feedbacks writers are able to write continuously, which shows writing is a process rather than a result. In addition, ranking also promotes students’ automated writing abilities.

Pigaiwang also promotes students’ self-learning in vocabulary, grammar and sentences. The suggestion given on the website helps students to discover new language rules and learn on their own. Applying discovery skills learners could learn on their own and effectively acquire new knowledge.[13]

What’s more, Pigaiwang helps students acknowledge their identity “writers”. The aim of writing is reading. Compared with traditional time-consuming writing assessment, Pigaiwang could provide feedbacks immediately, specifically and accurately, which is a key factor for role identity, for it promotes internalization through inner and outer communication.[14]

Pigaiwang effectively lowers writing anxiety, promotes writing interest and heightens the sense of achievement, which also helps to promote students’ continuous automated writing. If people know their behavior will bring about their expected outcomes and think they have enough abilities to accomplish, they will successfully perform a task.[15] From the analysis of datum and interview the study shows that under the guidance of Pigaiwang students have the abilities to revise their
writing repeatedly. Without the pressure from their teacher, through interaction with computers, students can clearly see their growth which shows in the ranking and scores, which in the end promotes their writing interest and sense of achievement.
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